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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Zemni Images is my ‘creative avatar’ as a distinct from my professional identity as an independent consultant with international development agencies. My photographic work has straddled the two identities – my professional work addressing my need to feel that I am doing something about issues I care about, and my visual communications and creative writing addressing my need for a creative release to maintain energies to inspire me when life gets difficult. Through this MA I aim to bring these two hitherto schizophrenic sides of my life together as more engaged ‘activist creativity’ increasingly focusing on environmental activism in UK.This presentation 





Windows to the World?
Activist dilemmas

There are two things 
I wanted to do.

I wanted to show 
the things that had to be 

corrected. 

I wanted to show 
the things that had to be 

appreciated. 

Lewis Hine

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The context and constant backdrop for my photography and other creative work is my professional work in the 1970s and 1980s as anthropological researcher, then as independent consultant with international development agencies – specifically gender, human rights, economic development and participatory methodologies for individual and community activism. For me events in the news are ever present in my ‘here and now’. The struggles of women in Afghanistan and Iran, rise of religious conflicts in India, violent ethnic conflicts in Ethiopia - are affecting places I know or even have photographs of. Last year’s cyclone in Malawi killed people in the organisation I was working with.I saw my photography very much as a ‘window on the world’ capturing snapshots of ‘reality’ to increase my understanding and memory of the wider context for my research and consultancy work. A way of supporting my research and development of training materials. I have an archive of thousands of analogue film, transparency and digital still images and video from different places in Africa and Asia – often places where no tourist has ever been. But I was never employed as a photographer, nor did I have the equipment and technical skills. The amount of time I could spend on photography was limited to short opportunities to take time out from the paid job. In many places I needed to take care to preserve my own reputation and that of the organisation employing me. This often meant avoiding photographing the most sensitive issues. This prevented me from attempting the sort of photography activism done by Marcus Bleasdale in Africa, Susan Meisalas in Central America and the community journalism of organisations like SLUMTV in Nairobi. In general my photographs are a very incomplete record, of variable technical quality because of the type of camera I was able to take with me on flights, or travelling alone. The images raise more questions than they answer. - Karnataka silk industry- West Bengal women’s organisations- Cote d’Ivoire work with Nestle and ICC- Kyrgyzstan work with IFAD and local partner CDA



Research as social change: 
West Bengal

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I spent about 5 years in India, mostly in villages in West Bengal doing anthropological research on gender inequalities and women’s movements in villages. Here I ‘went native’ doing participant observation over a long period, rarely speaking English. Observing and documenting how people, communities and social networks and relationships evolved. Including how people saw outsiders from NGOs and political parties. My best friends were ‘peaceful terrorists’ mobilising tribal forest communities and workers and agricultural labourers to get minimum wages from even government authorities, including legal equal wages for women. My friends there looked after me with great care. But it was not really safe for them for me to be photographed. Another foreign researcher friend got all his notes and films seized by the police. I also had to be very careful when being seen with a camera – it emphasised my position as a rich colonial ‘outsider voyeur’ and also advertisement to potential thieves common in the area.For me it was a restless explorer’s Paradise – no cars, mostly no electricity and no sanitation in the main village where I lived. But the sound of colourful birds, scent of jasmine and clouds of fireflies reflecting in ponds beside old temples at night. And a very formative period in my ethical and political education, and understanding of the extreme complexities of all observed lives and attempts to understand them.Lakshmi on the right was my very brave research assistant who took many risks and faced much gossip for helping me record the lives of women in her community.A group of men standing togetherA person sitting on a bicycleA group of men wearing a headdressWomen: A group of people standing in a circleAgain, few of the photographs ‘speak for themselves’. Here I did not feel comfortable photographing ‘the pain of others’, but was very much more using photography as a service I could offer through giving free prints. As well as recording for my own memory. Although I could probably select images from my much larger archive of transparency film to put together a meaningful wordless documentary. With update through communication with people I am still in contact with.



Weaving tangled threads: 
Karnataka silk industry

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The place where I had the most freedom – and also requirement – to photograph what I wanted was as part of a research associateship looking at class, caste and gender relations and government and World Bank policies in the silk industry in Karnataka in South India. My photography was very much research driven, trying to capture some of the complex – and also often shocking – issues in policies for economic development in a context of high levels of inequality and also social conflict. I managed to find accommodation in relatively ‘neutral’ contexts, learned sufficient of the language to more reasonably independently, though even here I had to be careful of my reputation as a woman and be aware of potential repercussions for myself and others if I overstepped too many invisible lines. In many cases it was easier to talk to people to get information I needed than to photograph the issues. Many of the photographs are dependent on background information in text in order to understand what is being seen. And many of the photographs raise many more questions now with hindsight than I realised at the time.Rich scheduled caste: the silk industry is exceptional in that it has made some Scheduled Caste labourers extremely rich. Silk reeling in particular as a very speculative and high value activity has been an important motor for upward social mobility and education across the silk-reeling areas. So the huge house and expensive ornamental doors are those of an ex-labourer who made his fortune in the previous 10-20 years.Girl red dress: but there is a large amount of unpaid child labour of both girls and boys in household production – and thereby not covered by legislation or ethical codes.Men dupion workers: in many part of the industry men as well as women are subjected to appalling working conditions. Indebted to traders who make most of the money.Women charkha spinners: Gender division of labour is generally strict in the factories, partly because of men’s unionisation. Women spinning threads on a simple ‘chakha’ wheel is one of the idealised symbols of womanhood in the Gandhian movement. But one of the lowest paid jobs. Men stand by supervising on a much higher salary.Women silk reeling factory with similar division of labour.Silk reeling involves dipping hands into boiling water and women and children often had white hands from the constant scorching. I have other pictures of this, but had to be careful photographing. The boy is only smiling because I am taking a photograph.One of my most shocking pictures is a small detail of a larger image of one of many women working with babies in their laps inhaling the same fumes.What I did not photograph were the very high levels of domestic violence where very many men took all of women’s wages, often spending it on drink and gambling. To try to photograph that would have made the women themselves more vulnerable, and also been unacceptable for my own reputation. I was there to do academic research, not do a photo documentary.



Journeys as Beginnings: 
Cote d’Ivoire

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Much of my work-related photography has been to take photographs of journeys to record stolen snapshots of anonymous lives and serendipitous ‘happenings’ that help me to understand and ask questions about the wider context for my work. Generally these are what I instantaneously consider to be informative ‘decisive moments’ where people generally do not notice my camera. Sometimes I have tried a more random, automatic ‘objective’ approach, taking photos at regular intervals on a set manual focus.  These are a small selection of photographs of my journey from Abidjan to a remote community in the North called Zaranou for some ongoing work with Nestle and the International Cocoa Coalition. In the towns, and Abidjan were not only pictures of poverty, pollution and traffic jams but the relentless, repetitive and ubiquitous advertising posters for skin lighteners and also fast food. Also anti-smoking campaign posters. An ‘objective’ approach would have given me an interminable series of photographs of dust on thick hedges. All far from a much needed documentary of the power dynamics of the Ivoirian cocoa industry and global chocolate chains.



“The elements of surrealism and 
abstraction in the next photo in my 
opinion focus on the light stripe on 
the horizon, the Kyrgyz ornament, 
and the spires of high mountains. 
The bright future of this ayil and 
humanity as a whole.” 

Free photographer and reviewer 
Prihodko A.A.

“The silhouette of a sleeping 
girl on the mountain is traced. 
The feeling is as if the 
mountain is alive, as if the 
mountain is the girl who guards 
its places, protects the peace 
of local residents.“

Tahmina age 22, Bishkek

“Inspirational photo. 
This photo proves that nothing is 
impossible. Despite the fact that 
the trees block the glade from the 
sunlight, the sun's rays make their 
way through the cracks. 
The same is in people's lives, even 
if there is a barrier, you need to 
break through it in order to reveal 
your capabilities.”

Tahmina age 22, Bishkek.

Engaging audiences: 
Communicating Kyrgyzstan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
My consultancies are usually extremely short, in multiple locations and housed in town for easy transport access. The place where I had time to take more considered photographs was much later in 2016 when I had the opportunity to go to Naryn in the foothills of the T’ien Shan (Mountains of Heaven) on the border between Kyrgyzstan and China. Over 5 days I was able to take photographs early morning, midday and late afternoon  around the workshop facilitation I was being paid to do. As part of the portfolio or my BA degree in Visual Communication I produced two draft photobooks experimenting with different design and photographic treatments and shared these with colleagues and photographers in Kyrgyzstan for feedback. Photo 2: Every morning walk.Photo 3: I was struck by the beauty of the early morning haze and light – Black and white to conceal lens flare.But also the ubiquitous wire fences around parcels of land.Photo 4: Domestic composite Juxtaposition of mountain and povertyPhoto 5: BottlesPhoto 6: Exotic sheep’s headPhoto 7: Mountain on Fire



Activist questions: 
Journeys as Beginnings

Who speaks for whom? 
• Real lives are complex
• Universal rights vs participant realities?
• Outsider vs insider?
• Power relations at all levels

Photographic practice
• Photographic process and ethics
• Intertextuality – use of written text and illustration
• Accessible formats – on-line platforms
• Linkage to action – relationship with participants and organisations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
From 2017 a hyper-sensitivity to all forms of air pollution – burning, traffic and chemicals – escalated and I am no longer able to travel and use my improving photographic skills for professional photographic documentary. My professional activist work is now to produce and deliver on-line training resources to people working on the ground. Although I have used extensively the photographs taken explicitly for my work, and the other photographs of journeys and context have been very useful as part of my own learning and memory, often producing Blurb photobooks, I never had time to further develop them for presentation. I have a large photo library of very many places that over the next few years I want to revisit drawing on updates from people I still know in the places and other on-line sources. As part of this MA I aim to explore different approaches to using and communicating archives, on-line research eg Google Earth and international collaborations for participatory photography and community journalism. But this is more likely to be through listening to other students and looking at materials in preparations for projects linked to work after the MA. I am also particularly interested in possibilities of e-books, videos and interactive presentation that people in many countries can also now see and access on smart phones, even if they could never afford or wish to buy a book.



Getting lost is about the 
unfamiliar appearing.

Losing things is about the 
familiar falling away.

(Rebecca Solnit ‘A Field Guide to Getting Lost’ 2005)

The Digital Lens 

Lost in 
NowHere

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Most of my photography to date has been linked to a BA Degree in Visual Communications with Open College of the Arts. This was not so much concerned with photography per se – I was encouraged NOT to include too much ‘straight’ photography. It was concerned with the communication of images, sometimes in relation to text, and creative processes – digital and analogue – that affected what an image communicates. This involved taking an intertextual approach, looking at issues of message translation between media as well as between and within cultures. I took a number of Photography courses alongside my main degree courses – including Landscape Photography with Jesse. Also Book Design, Illustration, Printmaking, Moving Image and Creative Writing.In my final degree portfolios I became particularly interested in – and was encouraged to explore - the potential of digital software to completely alter the meaning of the same image, and also sequences of images as documentary and fictional narratives in book design or moving image.



I make little use of my neighbourhood. 
It’s only by chance that some of my friends live 

in 
the same neighbourhood 

as I do.

Georg Perec ‘Species of Places’



Most of what I want [to photograph] 
simply slips away like water 
flowing through a net, 
and always what remains are only 
vague, elusive fragments of images…
that sink into countless strata in my mind.
Daido Moriyama

Anywhere Road:
Framed in Noir



Video of images and poetry to be inserted



Aldeburgh: 
Voices that Will be Heard

Shingle Street: 
Cracks in the Edge'This question of whether something is 

fact or fiction
is a reduction of the bookends

with which we live our lives'
(Walid Raad 106 Infinity Award)

Tales from the Edge
Mirrors Found

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This led me to develop a series of ‘narratives of place’ based on ‘Edge location’ on the Suffolk Coast. The ‘Edge Places’ are both environmentally vulnerable and politically conflicted. With divisions over Brexit and developments like the Sizewell nuclear power station. As in most places, current issues overlay existing historical inequalities and tensions. And also have implications for the future that extend beyond the areas themselves.Because of COVID and also some of my own health limitations at the time, I was not able to do the more in-depth social documentary work that I would like to do in future. Instead my work turned inwards – journeys around rooms, finding narratives in textures that reflect my response to external events on the news as well as my own subconscious ane semi-conscious imaginings



Reflections 
in Grey



Looking Glass imperfections
Through the Window Pane

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Through the Window Pane









In Defence 
of the Wild
Research 
Questions

Vision of accessible and democratic beauty/sublime

Posing or implying questions about contradictions 
between this vision and reality 

Documenting the current challenges/abuse and 

consequences of inaction

Activist Creativity

Creative Activism

Uses creativity to tell ‘true’ narratives

Collaboration with people affected

Linking with activist organisations

Presentation and disseminations

There are two things I wanted to 
do. I wanted to show the things 
that had to be corrected. I 
wanted to show the things that 
had to be appreciated.

Lewis Wickes Hine Bogre pxii

Global Relevance

Creativity of imagination

“We suggest environmental art 
should move away from a 
dystopian way of depicting the 
problems of climate change … 
and keep in mind the power of 
offering solutions and 
emphasising the beauty 
andinterconnectedness of 
nature,” 
Laura Kim Sommer in report on art at COP-21

My personal situation

Multiplicity of approaches

Photographic 
responses
•  Photographic process

• Intertextuality
• Accessible formats
• Linkage to action

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Key sources: Fontcuberta etc



Anglia Wetlands

• Bramblefields
• Cam Edgelands

• Quicktime Tales

• Focus on ‘Anglia Wetlands’
• Learn new techniques

• Particular focus on video and 
global accessibility
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